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XI*-ENTAILMENT AND PROOFS
by N. Tennant
i. A common observationin discussionsof entailmentis that entailment is "the converseof deducibility". The observationgoes
back at least to Moore, and has been attributedto him ever since.
It is remarkable,however, that no writer has taken it seriously
enough to make it the basis of an adequatetheory of entailment.
We frequentlyencounter,in witings on entailment,a transition
or modulationfrom the deductive to the consequentialkey. An
obscure semantical notion of "genuine validity" of arguments
entersthe picture,and entailmentis then conceivedof as that relation which holds between premissesand conclusionof a "genuinely valid" argument. The argumentsconcernedneed not be
deductions, understood as canied out according to fixed rules
which in every applicationare obviously,intuitivelyand "genuinely" valid. Rather, the argumentsconcernedmay consistonly
of stated premisses,an inferencemarker,and a conclusion. The
problem of entailment, in this consequentialkey, becomes the
problemof explicatingwhat semanticalconditionsmust in general
be satisfiedfor any argumentof the bareform

P1,..

,

P.; thereforeQ

to be "genuinely"valid. Some writershave appealedto meaning
connectionsor facts for solutionof the problemthus posed.Others
have explored the combinatorial possibilities afforded by the
Even those who did not
method of substitution-cum-truth-tables.
begin with the problem in the semanticalkey, nor yet with the
properlyposed problemin the deductivekey, and who have arrived at calculi of entailmentby one route or another,have produced formallyadequatealgebraicsemanticswhich do not reflect
or representany philosophicalinsight into the proper nature of
entailment. They have tried to capture a non-standardconsequence relationby using a standardform of definitionrelyingon
a non-standardnotion of "truth-in-a-model".Adequacy with
* Meeting of the AristotelianSociety at 5/7 Tavistock Place, London WCI
on Monday I9 March '979 at 7.30 p.m.
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respectto any independentlymotivatedsyntacticcharacterization
is algebraicaccident.
The problemof entailment,I shall contend, must be posed in
the deductive key. Moreover, for reasons which are not best
stated beforehand,but will emergebelow, I shall place the problem in its proper per-spectiveby offering two extended observations as supplementsto Moore'soriginalone.
(a) "Entailment logic" (whatever that may turn out to be)
shouldnot be thought of as a rival alongsidethe usual rivalssuch
as classical and intuitionisticlogic. Rather, a general theory of
entailmentshould produce a philosophicallymotivated and uniform method for extracting the entailment fragments of these.
(For the presentwe may conceive a fragment of a logic to be a
proper subrelationof its deducibilityrelation, with appropriate
closureproperties.)We need a uniformtheoreticalaccountof the
"intuitionsabout entailment"of both the classicaland the intuitionistic logician. Adherence to either a classical semantical
theory based on truth conditionsof sentences,or an intuitionistic
one based on assertabilityconditions, should not matter in the
least when one approachesthe problem of accountingfor how,
within their respective systems, the classical and intuitionistic
logicians might wish to distinguishthe "genuinely"valid arguments (i.e. the entailments)from the "non-genuinely"valid ones.
Thus, as a classicist,I might wish to distinguishthe "genuinely"
valid argument
P or Q, if P then R, if Q then S; thereforeR or S
fromthe "non-genuinely"valid argument
P and Q, if P then R, if Q then not R; thereforeS.
Likewise,as an intuitionistI might wish to make the same distinction. I believe it will be a fruitful assumptionthat in each case
my reasonsfor wishingto make the distinctionare the same. That
is, entailment considerationsare invariant with respect to preferredsemantics. A generaltheoryof entailmentwill, in response,
describewhat considerationsare appropriateand how they are
applied,in determiningthe entailmentfragmentof one'spreferred
logic. (Neglectof this considerationrendersAndersonand Belnap's
treatment of tautological entailmentsparochial to the classical
case. Intuitionisticlogic does not sanction all the steps required
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for the transformationof formulaeinto normal fonns of the desiredkind.)
(b) The general theory will, therefore,call for no semantical
justificationover and above what is shown by a correctanalysis
of the appropriateconsiderationsjust mentioned. In the theory
to be put forth below these considerationsinvolve certain structural transformationsavailable for determiningthe subclass of
entailment proofs within the class of proofs of any reasonable
system. The non-entailmentresidueof such a system, consisting
as it does of proofswhich are valid, but not "genuinely"so, within
the system, is not to be regardedas semanticallydeviant or deficient,an embarrassmentto be excisedby somefuture,and better,
semantics.Rather,the non-entailmentproofsin such a residuewill
be possessedof whateverobjectionablefeaturesthey might have
as a consequenceof a theory which, in a manner analogousto
that of Grice'stheory of implicature,will explain what is "argumentatively"or, as I would like to say, "suasively"inappropriate
about such proofs. A conspicuousexample,by both classicaland
intuitionisticlights, is the argument(or proof thereof)
P, not

P; thereforeQ,

which is not semanticallydeviantin eithersystem,but is suasively
inappropriatein both. More will be said about the notion of
suasiveinappropriatenessbelow.
2. The reader will already have gathered that I intend, in the
sequel, to address myself to the problem in the context of first
order logic. I shall be concerned,not with lexical or conceptual
entailmentssuch as

This is red; thereforethis is coloured
This is coloured;thereforethis is extended,
but ratherwith entailmentsarisng fromlogicalstructurealone.
Moreover, Moore's observationpoints the way, but not the
whole way. I shall not, except where it is appropriate,be concemed (as, for example, Smiley was) primarily with global or
holistic features of the deducibility relation of any logic, conceived of extensionally. Instead I shall try to locate entailment
by analysisof the proofsin the systemwhich give rise,in the wellknown way, to the deducibilityrelation. No seriousattempt has
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yet been made to analyse those featuresof proof which preserve
(constitute,respectetc.) entailmentor destroyit (impairit, block
it, etc.).
What, then, are the main ingredientsof the logician'sconception of proof? In answeringthis questionI shall regardproofsas
pieces of discoursewhich faithfully representthe structure,or
best possiblerefinementof the structure,of argumentsas actually
presentedor presentablein mathematicaland everydaycontexts.
We may concede that an informalmathematicalargumentis no
morethan a "protocol"for findingthe correspondingformalproof.
There can be no doubt, however,that only certainkindsof formal
proofcouldbe the productsof the appropriatesearch,promptedby
the protocol,for its "refinement"or "perfectedversion".Indeed, I
would go so far as to claim that only one kind of formalproof can
servethis purpose.This is the kind knownas "naturaldeduction".
Prawitzhas given a lucid accountof how, in any piece of discourse
purporting to establish some conclusion, we can discern statementsimmediatelysupportingthe conclusionand then statements
immediatelysupportingthose, and so on, until one has uncovered
a rough tree-likestructureof dependenceof the conclusionupon
those statementswhich, apparentlyhaving no immediatesupport
in the context of the argument,serve as its premisses. More importantly,the relation of immediate supportin each case turns
on a single specific aspect of the logical structureof one of the
statementsimmediatelyinvolved.Immediatesupportis conferred,
that is, by applicationsof rulesof inferencesensitiveto this singleaspect, namely,the dominantoccurrenceof a particularlogicaloperator. The introductionrule for a logical operator describesthe
conditionsunderwhich a conclusionwith that operatordominant
is supported.The eliminationrule describesthe conditionsunder
which a statement with that operator dominant may support
others.
Thus a formalproof is a tree-likearrayof sentenceoccurrences,
with the conclusion at the bottom, the premissesat the tops of
branches,and branchingsconstrainedby rulesof inference.Various assumptionsmade "for the sake of argument" (such as in
conditionalproof or in reductioad absurdum)might appear also
at tops of branches,but it will be possibleto say at what step in
the proof they are "discharged",being assumptionsupon which
the conclusionof that step doesnot depend.
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SubsequentlyI take for granted the primacy of that mode of
representationof the course of reasoningwhich has come to be
known as natural deduction. It has a claim to a high level of
generality in the representationof argumentativestructure,acconmmodating
intuitionisticand classicalreasoningalike. Moreover it representsthis structurein an agreeablyand predictably
direct way. The formal proofs provided by systems of natural
deductionare prefiguredin the informalargumentswhose structure they refineand perfect. Henceforth,therefore,by "proof"I
shallalwaysmeanproofin a systemof naturaldeduction.
There are severalformulationsof natural deduction, differing
not so much in their stocksof basic versusderivedrules of inference, but in their differentways of representing,via their formal
proofs, the same process of reasoning. For example, the most
familiartextbookpresentationtreatsproofsas lineararrangements
of sentenceswith marginalannotationsto keep trackof dependencies. On the other hand, there is a competingtreatmentin which
proofshave the formof tree-likearraysof sentenceoccurrences.
For compelling reasons of meta-theoreticelegance, simplicity
and perspicuity I shall concern myself with proofs in tree-like
form in subsequentdiscussion. Note that in such proofs statements are repeated, or re-derived,every time they are used in
immediate support of subsequentstatements. It is only in this
respect that we encounter a differencebetween informal arguments and their formal codifications. It is a difference,however,
yielding proof-theoreticinsightsratherthan counting againsttree
proofsas the best codificationof informalreasoning. Replication
of subtreesin this way providesa toehold for essential"pruning"
and "grafting"operationsin the courseof normalizingproofs.
3. Prawitz'snormalizationtheorem says that every proof can be
convertedinto a unique normalform in which no sentenceoccurrencestandsas the conclusionof an applicationof an introduction
rule and as the majorpremissof an applicationof the corresponding elimination rule. Such sentence occurrences are called
maximal, and they representunnecessarydetours in the course
of reasoning. They are removed in the course of normalization
by repeatedapplicationof so-called"reductionprocedures"for the
logical operators. (For details, see my book Natural Deduction
(Edinburgh,1978).) Further reduction proceduresare available
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that enable one to remove from a proof any sentenceoccurrence
standingas the conclusionof an applicationof a dassicalnegation
rule and as the major premissof an eliminationrule. I shall assume that we use these reductionproceduresas well when normalizing a proof. A normalizedproof establishesthe same conclusion from premissesthat are among those of the original,
unnormalizedproof.
Familiaritywith the broad featuresof Prawitz'streatmentwill
henceforthbe asmed. I now resumethe discussionof the main
ingredientsof the logician'sconceptionof proof.
Firstly, every proof must be normalizable. This is a partial
explicationof the requirementthat one should be able to reason
straightforwardlyfrom premissesto conclusion without making
any of the detourswhich the reductionproceduresare designedto
eradicate.
Secondly, deducibilityis a transitiverelation. Informally,this
means that condusions drawn from premisseswhich in turn are
conclusionsdrawn from earlierpremisses,are deduciblefrom the
latter. Note that this is a weak requirementin so far as a proof in
virtueof which the final statementof deducibilityholds need bear
no discerniblerelation to any proofs in virtue of which the preceding statementsof deducibilityhold. This circumstance,however, need not count againsta deducibilityrelation'sadequacyfor
mathematics. If I can conclude from my axioms to some lemmata, and then from those lemmata to a theorem,it mattersnot
that I might not be able to put the correspondingproofstogether
in some sensibleway to obtain a proof of the theorem from the
axioms. For, provided the deducibility relation is trnsitive, I
know that the theorem will be deducible from the axioms by
means of some proof or other. A "sensible"way of finding such
a proofwould be simplyto enumerateall proofs.Sincesome proof
establishesthe theoremfrom the axioms we shaUleventuallyfind
one. This, however, does leave-somethingto be desired- something, moreover,that is not missingin actual deductivepractice.
What is wantedis a strongerformof transitivity:
Deductionsare transitive.
That is, conclusionsof proof trees can be graftedover assumptions (of the same form) of other proof trees to produce bigger
proof tre. The resultingtree is a proof which establishesthe
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bottom-mostconclusionfrom the topmost undischargedassumptions. In this way the earlierproofs are obviously "relevant"in
the construction of the final proof. Our stronger transitivity
principlemay be rephrasedas follows:
Proofhoodis preservedunderaccumulation.
In this formit admitsof a strongerand a weakerversion:
(i) Proofhoodis preservedunder accumulationat any top
formulaoccurrence,and
(ii) Proofhood is preservedunder accumulationat any undischargedtop formulaoccurrence.
There is no reasonto preferthe strongversionto the weak one,
since the latter ensures transitivityof deducibility and ensures
also that by accumulatingproofs of lenmmatafrom axioms over
a proof of a theoremfrom those lemmata,one obtains a proof of
the theoremfromthe axioms.
Normalizabilityand transitivityof deductionsare the two main
ingredientsof the logician's conception of proof that I wish to
highlight. A thirdis the following:
Proofhood is preservedupon uniform substtution of more
complexexpressionsfor placeholders.
In other words, a proof establishesthe validity of an argument
at a certainlevel of logical structureonce and for all. No further
refinementof logical structure,no further internal articulation,
can alterthe force of the proof.
The three principlesabove are fundamentalto the notion of
proof or deduction. Any new theory of proof resultingfrom an
attempt to solve the problem of entailmentthat gave up any of
them would have to adduce compellingreasonsfor doing so.
4. Considernow the rulesof inferencefor classicaland intuitionistic natural deduction, as given in Natural Deduction (op. cit.)
Each familiar logical connective (and, in the first order case,
quantifier)has its own introductionrule and correspondingelimination rule. A proof-theoreticconstant A is used to record the
occurrenceof a contradiction. If we add to the introductionand
eliminationrulesthe absurdityrule
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A

A

(ex falso quodlibet)

we obtain the full set of rules for intuitionisticlogic. If, further,
we add any one of the following four classicalrules of negation,
we obtaina full set of rulesfor classicallogic:
--A

A

(classicalreductio)
A

A

~~
~~B

(dilemma)

B

-

A

A

(doublenegation)

Av-A

(excludedmiddle)

Each of these classicalrulesmay be derivedfrom any of the others
within the systemof intuitionisticlogic.
5. Now let us look at the operationof dischargingassumptionsin
natural deduction. The rules v-E and 3 -E permit dischargeof
all assumptionoccurrencesof the indicated forms on which the
respectivesubordinateconclusionsdepend. But these rules may
be applied even wvherethere are no assumptionsof the indicated
formsto be discharged.For example,we could constructa formal
proof with a final step of v-E:
B

AvB C C
C
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in which the subordinateconclusionC at its left occurrencedoes
not depend on any occurrenceof A. In this case the subordinate
proof in questionalreadyestablishesC from undischargedpremissesof the whole proof. We readilysee that in general"vacuous'
proof by cases, like "vacuous"proof by instantiation,does not
extend the deducibility relation arising from proofs admitting
only "non-vacuous"applicationsof these two rules.We can therefore demandthat applicationsof v-E and 3 -E actuallydischarge
assumptionsas indicated, without loss of deducibility. That is,
we require that there be assumptionsof the indicated, form
availablefor dischargein any applicationof theserules.
Similarly for negation introduction,for classical reductio (in
the presenceof the absurdityrule) and for the rule of dilemma.
Only one "dischargerule" remainsfor scrutinyin the light of
these considerations:the rule of conditionalproof, or -> -I. The
supposedlylax maxim of classicaland intuitionisticnaturaldeduction accordingto which dischargeof assumptionsas indicated is
a permissible,not an obligatoryoperationin the constructionof
proofs,gives rise in the case of ---I to fallaciesaccordingto some
entailmenttheorists. For we can constructthe one-stepproof
A
B--A
without dischargingany assumptionsof the form B. We may add
an innocent further step of -> -I, dischargingA, to prove the
theorem
A -- (B -- A),
one of the well-known'paradoxes'of materialimplication.
Let us considerhow a critic may argue against the one-step
proof above:
The argument "from"A to (B -> A) commits a fallacy of
relevance. It purportsto establishan implication (B -> A) on
groundswhich supply no indication whateverof the relevance
of B to A. It is suasively inappropriate. For, if a colleague
sincerelyasserts(B -> A) in a mathematicaldiscussion,say, on
the strength of certain other assumptionsA that surely gives
one reason to believe that, using A and B in a cogent way he
can prove A. If he really knows that B is not needed as an
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assumptionin such a proof,it is suasivelyinappropriatefor him
to drag it in as a qualifying antecedentto what he can prove
outrightfrom A alone.
Now in reply to this standardline of argument,I would point
out that relevanceis not a semanticalnotion. I see no need yet
to incorporateit as an ingredientof a semanticalaccountof either
truth conditionsor assertabilityconditionsof conditionals. I am
not convincedthat
A
B-*A
is suasivelyinappropriate. For the premissis relevantto the conclusion. We adopt as a sloganthat relevanceis an inferential,not
a sentential notion. In the interests of preservingrelevance of
assumptionsto conclusionsin the "entailment"proofs of both
classicaland intuitionisticlogic we do not have to call for tighter
restrictionsupon the dischargeeffectedby -> -I.
In reply to the critic'smain point about mathematicaldiscussion, I would point out that many unobjectionablemathematical
demonstrationsbegin with "over-determining"premisses. It is
commonto conclude,afterreachingthe conclusionand inspecting
the whole proof "Oh, that'sinteresting:note that we didn'tneed/
use such-and-suchpremisses/conditionsafter all." What turnsout
retrospectivelyto have been a diluted statement of deducibility
seemsquite acceptable.
6. We turn now to the remainingsourceof fallaciesof relevance,
the absurdityrule. Note that in a systemin which --A is defined
as (A -- A) the step
A

(sansdischarge)could count eitheras an applicationof the absurdity rule or as a "vacuous"applicationof -> -I. So if we accepted
the criticism of vacuous -> -I above, two sources of fallacies of
relevancewould overlap. More centrally,however,the absurdity
rule permitsthe constructionof the proof
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A

B
of the first of the so-called "Lewis paradoxes". It purportsto
establishany statementB as a conclusionfrom the contradictory
premissesA, --A. Lewis arguedthat his proofwas acceptable.He
gave the following "independent"proof of B from (A&-A),
claiming that each step was valid, and that the sequence they
formedestablishedan entailment:
A&-A
A from (I)
from (i)
3 ~--A
I

2

4 AvB

from (2)

5 B from(3),(4)
The step in this proof from -,A, AvB to B is an applicationof
disjunctivesyllogism, which is not a primitive inference in our
systembut which may be derivedas follows:
(I)-

A

A
A

AvB
_

-

B

B

---

(I)

B
This proof involves a conspicuousapplication of the absurdity
rule. If we now use this derivation of disjunctive syllogism to
translatethe naturaldeductionenshrinedin Lewis'argument(I 5)
we obtainthe followingformalproof:

A&,-A

()
A

A&---A
-A

A

A

AvB

B
B

-

B

(I)
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This proofis not in normalform. Upon normalizationwe obtain
A&,'A

A&,A

A
B
in which the absurdityrule is still conspicuouslyapplied. This
gives good reason to suspect that it is really the absurdityrule
which is at fault if we rejectthe proofas establishingthat (A&,-A)
entailsB. Prima facie rejectingthe absurdityrule meansrejecting
disjunctivesyllogismas wvell.I do not, however, think that disjunctive syllogismis irretrievablein pursuitof a sensiblerelation
of entailment. My reasonsfor sayingso will emergebelow.
Considerwhat is suasivelyinappropriateabout the proof
A

A
A

B
It is this: In generala proof of ' from A is suasivelyappropriate
only if a person who believes A can reasonablydecide, on the
basis of the proof, to believe v. But if the proof shows his belief set A to be inconsistent "on the way to proving" i from
A then the reasonablereaction is to suspend belief in A rather
than acquiescein the doxastic inflation administeredby the absurdityrule. Quite obviouslyour little proof above showsA, -A
to be inconsistent"on the way to proving"B.
Unfortunately this is too trivial an example. The point at
issue virtuallydisappearsin deductivedegeneracy.For it is highly
implausibleto think of a man professingto believe A and '-A
at the outsetand only later "comingto see"by way of the proof
A

A
A

that his beliefsare inconsistent!
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With more complexexamples,however,the point I am making
is readily borne out. Indeed, we have only to turn to Bennett's
amusing tale of his quaint native reasonerfor a case in point.
Ironically the native's argumentis advanced by Bennett as providing an example of rational and valid use of disjunctive
syllog'ism.I believe, however, that Bennett is hoist with his own
petard. His poor native is the best possibleevidence for the prelogicality of primitivesthat I have yet come acrossin the postQuineanliterature.
Let us set his argumentforth.
7. The Oraclesays
There will be rain this month or the kingwill die (RvK)
The native does not know whether the Oracle has spoken truly.
But he acceptsthat
If thereis rain this month,the harvestwill be ruined (R--H)
and
If the harvestis ruined,the skygods will be angry (H-+S)
So, the native reasons,if the,Oraclespoketrulythen
Eitherthe skygods will be angryor the King will die (SvK)
The native'sreasoninghereis formalizablethus:
(I)

R

R->H
H

H

S
I)

r-(

S
RvK
X

K

SvK
-

_

SvK

SvK
~~~~~~(I)

Terrifiedat the prospectof the sky gods' anger, the native takes
precautions.He believes
If I sacrificea goat, the skygods won't be angry (G - S)
and accordinglysacrificesa goat (G). He concludeswith relief
Now the skygodswon'tbe angry (-S)
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Presumablyhis reasoninghere is formalizablethus:
G

G-eS
e-S

Now for the misfortune: it starts raining (R). Whence (RvK).
So the Oracle did speak truly after all! So, by the first proof
above, (SvK). Having '-S by the second little proof, Bennett's
native now uses disjunctivesyllogismto concludeK. "Whereupon
he bitterlyaccuseshimsflf of regicide."
It never rains but it pours. Bennett'snative is on a slippery
deductiveslope. For his reasoningis "valid" whateverK stands
for. He might equallywell accusehimselfof preservingthe king's
life, were his political affiliationsand the oracular pronouncement's second disjunctappropriatelydifferent. Let us put all his
reasoningtogether,to see the doxasticmess accumulationbrings:
R

R -H
H

H->S

R

S

K

RvK

SvK

SvK

G G ->

SvK

'~S
K

S

disjunctive
syllogism

If we derivethe last stepin full, we obtain
(I)

R R-H
H

H->S

R

S

(x) RvK

_

_-

G G-e-S
S
'S

-(I)

(2)-_

K

SvK

SvK).

(x) SvK

(~~~~I)

A

-~

K

K

-

K

(2)

(2)

in which the formulaoccurrencesmarked(x) are maximal. If we
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get rid of them by applying the reduction procedurefor v we
obtainthe followingproofin normalform:
R

R -H
H

H -S

G G ->i-fS

S
A

K
Here we see clearly the completeirrelevanceof the conclusionK
to the inconsistentset of premisses. This is why I said above that
the native could accuse himself of anything; all he needs is a
variantapplicationof the absurdityruleto end this proof.
On my theory of suasive approprateness(which is normative
for, as well as descriptiveof the deductivepracticesof reasonable
believers)Bennett'snative shouldhave suspendedone of his beliefs
(R -> H), (H -- S) or (G -- '-S) as soon as it began raining (R)
once he had killed the goat (G). (Or, in Quinean fashion, he
might believe the caprine corpse to be a living goat, or believe
the drenchedearthstill to be drought-stricken.)
If he had attended
to his own reasoningcloselyenough-that is, if he had normalized
it-then the inconsistencyof his beliefs would have been clear.
It would then be more reasonableto suspendbelief than to advance to the irrelevant conclusion K, or any other similarly
irrelevantconclusion.
K had been given a spuriousrelevance in Bennett'sstory by
appearingas an oraculardisjunct. Note, however,that when the
native finally placed his belief in the Oracle's pronouncement
(RvK), it was on the groundsof the other disjunctR. With R as
his ground for believing what the Oracle said, it would equally
have been ground for believing an oracular pronouncementof
the form (RvK) for any K whatever. Herein lies the genuine
irrelevanceof K, intuitions concerning which are precisely explicatedby the techniqueof normalization.
Ironically, though, I think Bennett missed a good chance to
show that disjunctive syllogism really can be a "valid slice of
argumentative life". Let us change his story by imposing a
drought. The Oracle says (RvK). The native immediately believes this (whichis far more plausible!). But the native, thirsting
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in these hard times, kills a goat for sustenance. The tribal elders
shriek"Fool! Thou hast kired a goat on Oraclesday! Hence the
sky gods won't be angry! (via G -->,-S). And have you forgotten
the hard-won truth that if it rains the harvest will be ruined?
(R -> H). And have you forgottenthat if the harvest is ruined
the sky gods will be angry? Now, dolt, the King will die, and you
areto blame!"
Our unfortunatenative acquiesces and gouges his eyes out.
(They have a stem moral code-no special pleading for actions
under differentdescriptions.)Indeed, the reasoningall round has
been impeccable. It may be formalizedthus:
(I)-

R -R

>H
G

H ->S

H

~

S s

RvK

G -, .S
r--Is~~~-

A

_

(I)

K

-

(I)

K
where I have taken the liberty of effecting disjunctivesyllogism
by v-E modified so as to allow the "closingoff" of one or both
cases by A. This way we have disjunctivesyllogismwithout the
absurdityrule.
So far, logically so good. But suppose now that the heavens
open and the rain pours down. Then the tribal elderswill have
to revisetriballore. Fortheyhavethe subproof:
R R-H

H

G G -'S

H -S
S
A

showing that tribal lore and goat-slaughterare inconsistentwith
rain. Our native, however, acted in good faith when he gouged
his eyes out. His logic, at least, was faultless. Too bad for him
that faith is not a good basis for action. Such misfortuneis the
price of believingwhat an oracletells you.
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8. What emergesfrom our discussion?Most importantly,a suggestionto modifyv-E (proofby cases)to the following:
(i).-

A

-(i)

B

.AvB A/C A/C

(i)

C
This is understooclas follows. If both subordinatecondusions
are of the same form, bringit down as the main conclusionin the
usual way. (This of course includes the case where both subordinate conclusionsare A .) If exactly one subordinateconclusion
is of the form A, bring down the other one as the main conclusion.
Thus we may provedisjunctivesyllogismas follows:
(I)-

A

A

AvB

B

A
B

One drawback,however,is that the resultof normalizingaway
a maximal occurrenceof AvB might not producea proof with the
same conclusionas the originalone:
(I)-

A

B

A

A
AvB

(I)i

A
C

C
A

This however, is not at all regrettable. For considerhow much
better our interestswill be servedby the explicit derivationof an
inconsistencyfrom the very premissesfrom which we would have
been "deriving"C. Transitivityof deductionis lost where it least
matters;arguably,just where it ought to be lost;-that is, where
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the "new"set of premissesis inconsistent.Our desirefor transitivityin mathematics
is of a piecewithourdesirefor consistency
of foundations.
It shouldnow be clearwhatrulesI thinkshouldbe allowedor
rejectedfor the construction
of entailmentproofs(or Proofs,as
I shallhenceforthcall them). We rejectthe absurdityrule. We
modifyv-E as above. We requireall applicationsof discharge
of the aprulesexcept-> -I actuallyto dischargeassumptions
and
propriato
form. Thesemodifications
affectbothintuitionistic
classicallogicalike,andarethereforewithinthe scopeof a general
theoryof entailment.Note that by allowingvacuous-> -I but
rejectingthe absurdityruleandvacuous -I, it is no longerpossibleto define A as (A --> A).
9. Our briefcharacterization
of Proofs,however,is stillincomplete. It can be shownthat in orderto retainthe principleof
substitutivity
and to be able to nornalizeany Proof,we must
allow Proofswith irregulardischarge. That is, we must allow an

applicationof a dischargeruleto dischargesome,but not necessarilyall eligibleoccurrencesof assumptionsconcerned.As a
furtherconsequence
we mustnow regardthe "discharge
annotation" as an integralpart of Proofs. One and the sametree-like
arrayof formulaoccurrences,
annotatedin differentways,may
constitutetwo distinctProofs. The annotationreallyrepresents
a "discharge
function"whichmapsto each stepin a Proofjust
thoseassumption
occurrences
discharged
at thatstep.
io. A furtherproblemto be noted is that spuriouslyrelevant
premissescan be smuggledinto a proofvia maximaloccurrences
of formulae.Forexample,in theproof
A B
A&B
A
A

e--IB
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the premissB is made spuriouslyrelevant to A (for subsequent
-I) via the maximal occurrence of A&B.
Now this problem has been noted before, particularly by
Prawitz. Since he prohibitsvacuous -> -I in his system of relevance logic, and defines'--A as A -- A, his solutionis to require
any applicationof -> -I below one of &-I to dischargeonly such
assumptionsas are relevant to both conjuncts,in the sense that
they are undischargedin both subordinateproofs. Andersonand
Belnap'ssolutionis more drastic. They allow &-I only when both
conjunctsdependon the sameset of assumptions.Thus not even
discharge by

'

A B
A&B
is a Prooffor them!
Our solution will share the spirit of Prawitz's,but is distinct
from it. It is this: before applying ~- -I to obtain --A we must

first determinewhether A really is relevant to A on the basis of
the given proof. The way to do this, without requiringthe proof
to be in normalform already,is as follows:
See whether A would be among the undischargedassumptions of the proof which would result by normalizingthe
given proof of A.
Thus in the sub-proof above, since normalizationproduces the
proof

A

A

in which B does not occur as an undischargedassumption,we
see that B is irrelevant to A. Therefore a final step of r---I to
obtain -- B would be illicit.

Since maximal formulae are major premissesof eliminations,
we may regard applicationsof eliminationrules as 'dischargers'
of assumptions.Thus
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A B
A&B
is a proof of A&B from the assumptionsA,B each of whose
occurrencesis undischarged;but if we continuewith &-E:
A B
A&B
(a)

A
we may regardthe application(a)of &-E as "discharging"the top
occurrenceof B, since the latter does not have any undischarged
occurrencesin the nonnalized version A of the proof. It would
be appropriate to call this type of 'discharge'of assumption
occurrenceselimination,since it occursat applicationsof the elimination rules for & and v that produce maximal occurrencesof
formulae.
Let us call an assumptionoccurrencewhich is neitherdischarged
nor eliminated live. Our normalizationcriterion can eliminate
assumptionoccurrencesat applicationsof eliminationrulesfor &
and v, and applicationsof dischargerules can dischargeassumption occurrences(irregularly).
At every stage in the constructionof a Proof we thereforekeep
track (via discharge-and elimination-functions)
of
(a) which assumptionoccurrencesstill live are dischargedif the
presentstep is an applicationof a dischargerule,
(b) which assumptionoccurrencesstill live are eliminatedif the
present step is an application of an eliminationrule creating a
new maximalformula,and therefore
(c) which occurrencesof assumptionsare still live (i.e. still available for possiblesubsequentdischargeor elimination).
We may now summarizeour findingsinformallyas follows.
(i) In each Proof, consideredas a formal object, there will be a
dischargefunction 8 and an eliminationfunction e. The domain
of each will consist of assumptionoccurrences(that is, formulae
occurrencesat tops of branches in the proof tree). 8 will map
each assumptionoccurrencein its domain to that applicationof
a dischargerule at which it was discharged. Any such assumption
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occurrenceX must be live in the immediatesubprooffor 8(X) in
which it occurs. e will map each assumptionoccurrencein its
domain to that applicationof an eliminationrule at which it is
eliminated (as determined by the normalizationcriterion-see
below). In the case of v-E, which is both a dischargerule and an
eliminationrule we can countenancesimultaneousdischargeand
eliminationof an assumptionoccurrence.
(ii) In the manipulationsand transformationsof proof trees, especially in the pruningand graftinginvolved in applying the reductionproceduresfor normalizationand in accumulatingproofs
above live assumption occurrences,the various discharge and
eliminationfunctionscan be amalgamatedfor the resultingproof
(by set-theoreticunion etc.)in an obviousway.
(iii) We can ensure that the normalizationtheorem for Proofs
holds by allowing applicationsof eliminationrules that produce
maximal formulae only when the resultingproof nonnalizes to
a Proof. Then normalizationis a mapping definedfor all Proofs,
producinga unique resultin every case. A Proof in normalform
has a null eliminationfunction (therebeing no maximalformulae)
and a dischargefunction which, in any processof normalization,
would be detennined from that of the original Proof according
to (ii)above.
(iv) The normalizationcriterionenables us to determinewhich
assumptionoccurrencesin a Proof X whose last step is an elimination a, are eliminatedby a. The criteriondoes this as follows.
For an assumptionoccurrenceX to be eliminatedby a, it must
first of all be live in the immediate sub-Proof of -r concerned.
Secondly X (by criteria of replica-of-formula-occurrence-afterproof-transformationsthat are intuitively clear) must not occur
undischargedin the normalized version of r, whose discharge
functionis duly determinedas in (ii)above.
iXI. It might be alleged that our system is defective because of
the following: deductionis intransitivein the sensethat
Accumulation of Proofs at live assumptionoccurrencesof
otherProofscan fail to producea Proof.
This can be illustratedeven in the entailment fragment of intuitionisticlogic. Take the obviousintuitionisticProofsof
___B
e-A,rRA&B)

B

- (A&B)
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Grafting the first above the live occurrenceof -(A&B) in the
second does not produce a Proof. For in the tree resultingfrom
this accumulationthe penultimate step of ---E would, by the
normalizationcriterion,eliminate the occurrenceof A required
In general,
for subsequentdischargeby the final step of -I.
accumulationcan produce"new"maximalfonnulae at the point
of accumulation,which call for "new" applicationsof the normalizationcriterion,which in turn might eliminatecertainassumption occurrencesrequiredfor dischargelower down in the original
Proof.
This failure of transitivityin our example is not too drastic
because the new combination of premissesis inconsistent,and,
moreover,inconsistentin virtue of a Proof directlyavailablefrom
the Proofs involved in the attempted accumulation. I feel that
the presentsystemwould be adequate as a reconstructionof our
pre-systematicintuitionsif the following conjecturewere true. In
the classicalcase -> is not primitiveand, for definiteness,we take
dilemmaas our only classicalnegationrule.
Conjecture.Accumulationof Proofs fails to produce a Proof of
the main conclusiononly when the new set of premissesis inconistent. Indeed, accumulationof Proofs fails if and only if this
inconsistency would be clear from normalzation of the new
"Proof". Moreover,if accumulationfails for any Proofs then it
fails for all Proofsof the entailmentstatementsconcerned.
In standardlogic the closure of an inconsistentset of mathematical axiomsis the whole language. In the logic set forth here,
it need not be. We may have formallyinconsistentbut undecidable theories (an observationI owe to T. J. Smiley). It would
thereforebe interestingto investigatenaive set theoryas developed
in this logic, to discoverwhether the paradoxescould be deductively insulatedfrom the main resultsused in the developmentof
higher mathematics. It would also be interestingto discoverhow
much of first order arithmetic can be developed from Peano's
axiomson the basisof the logic here.
Note, finally, that if one insistson representing"entails"by a
new connectivearrow in the object language in order to pursue
considerations of relevance and modality in the manner of
Anderson and Belnap, the general methods developed in this
paper lend themselvesto a systematicsurveyof the resultingsystems. In this sense these methods seem to me to be the most
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appropriatefor a general theory of entailment. In this paper,
however, I have concentratedon one system,arguablypreferable
to others.
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